Recent developments surrounding resource theories have shown that any quantum state or measurement resource, with respect to a convex (and compact) set of resourceless objects, provides an advantage in a tailored subchannel or state discrimination task, respectively. Here we show that an analogous, more general result is also true in the case of dynamical quantum resources, i.e., channels and instruments. In the scenario we consider, the tasks associated to a resource are input-output games. The advantage a resource provides in these games is naturally quantified by a generalized robustness measure. We illustrate our approach by applying it to a broad collection of examples, including classical and measure-and-prepare channels, measurement and channel incompatibility, group covariant operations, thermal operations, true quantum decoherence, LOCC operations, and steering. We finish by showing that our approach generalizes to higher-order dynamics where it can be used, for example, to witness causal properties of supermaps.
Introduction.-The advantage of quantum information processing over its classical counterpart has become evident over the previous decades. There are numerous tasks known for which a quantum resource is needed in order to gain an advantage over all classical protocols. For example, in quantum key distribution [1, 2] entanglement is necessary for unconditionally secure key generation [3] , while it is also a resource for teleportation [4] , measurement based quantum computation [5] and randomness expansion and certification [6] amongst other tasks.
Whereas some quantum resources have been proven also to be sufficient for certain tasks, e.g., entanglement for teleportation [7] and randomness certification [6] , and Bellnonlocality for communication complexity protocols [8] , no given resource is expected to be useful for every task. This raises the question of which tasks require a given resource and leads to the notion of resource theories [9] . Resource theories are defined through free objects and free operations. Free objects are those that do not possess a given resource while free operations are transformations that leave the set of free objects invariant. As an example, in the resource theory of entanglement, the free objects are separable states while the free operations are local operations assisted by classical communication (LOCC) [10] .
Previously, much effort has been devoted to constructing resource theories for properties of quantum states, such as coherence [11] [12] [13] , reference frames [14, 15] , thermodynamical properties [16] , and utility for stabilizer quantum computation [17, 18] . Here, we want to focus our attention on objects describing the dynamics of quantum systems, e.g., channels and instruments.
In this manuscript we develop a general technique for finding tasks that certify dynamical quantum resources. Since quantum states and measurements can be seen as special cases of quantum channels, our technique is also applicable to these non-dynamical objects. More precisely, we show that typical dynamical quantum resources can outperform their corresponding resourceless objects in tailored input-output games. In these games, one party inputs a state from an ensemble into a channel, another party performs a measurement on the output, and different input-output pairs are given a score. The framework induces a natural quantifier for this outperformance-the generalized robustness-and we will show how this quantifier relates to the highest obtainable payoff in input-output games. It is worth noting that in contrast to former works on quantifying dynamical resources through discrimination protocols [19] , input-output games do not require joint measurements on the output of the channel and a reference system and, hence, are more appealing for experimental realizations.
We exhibit the generality of our approach by applying it to several examples, including properties of quantum channels related to thermal operations [20] , asymmetry [14, 15] , true quantum decoherence [21] , and breaking of entanglement [22] as well as incompatibility [23] . Beyond properties of single channels, our technique is also applicable to sets of channels, quantum instruments, and is generalizable to higher order dynamics, e.g., supermaps and superinstruments [24] . This results in simple, operationally motivated quantifiers for resources such as incompatibility of channels and testers [25] , maps unreachable by The goal is to choose the Λ A→B maximizing the overall payoff P (Λ A→B , E, M, Ω) that depends on the input ensemble, the channel, the measurement performed on the output and the reward function Ω = {ωij} ij . arXiv:1906.09206v1 [quant-ph] 21 Jun 2019 local operations assisted by classical communication, and causal nonseparability [26] .
Input-output games.-Consider two players called Alice and Bob. Alice prepares a quantum state, i.e., a positive unit-trace operator, randomly from an ensemble E = {p(i), i } that is a priori known to both parties. She sends this state to Bob through a quantum channel Λ A→B , i.e., a completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map. Bob performs a measurement described by a positive operator valued measure (POVM) M = {M j } j , i.e., a collection of positive operators summing up to the identity and which is also a priori known to both parties, on the output and reports his outcome. For each pair of input i and measurement result j the players receive a score according to a reward function Ω = {ω ij } i,j , where ω ij are real numbers. The goal is to choose the channel Λ A→B so as to maximize the payoff function
As we wish to also discuss properties of collections of channels, one can more generally consider that both Alice and Bob receive an additional input x (labelling the different channels they use) upon which one conditions the indices (i, j). More precisely, we label a collection of |X| channels by Λ = Λ A→B x |X| x=1 , replace state ensembles with state assemblages A = {p(i, x), i|x } i,x , denote sets of POVMs by M = {M j|x } j,x , and define reward functions as Ω = {ω ijx } i,j,x . The tuple G = (A, M, Ω) defines an input-output game, while the collection of channels Λ chosen by the parties is thus the "strategy" for the game. The quantifier of success then takes the form
It is worth noting that when one has a non-negative reward function, summing over i in the above expression and renormalizing appropriately gives a minimumerror discrimination task. Namely, defining the operators σ j|x := i p(i, x)ω ijx Λ A→B x ( i|x ) and a probability distribution p(j, x) := tr σ j|x /N with N = j,x tr σ j|x allows one to write
This corresponds to a type of minimum-error discrimination task with pre-measurement information, i.e., one is given the information about the ensemble x before choosing the measurement on the output. Main idea.-We denote a convex and compact subset of collections of channels by F (which includes channels as trivial collections) and call this the free set. The robustness R F (Λ) of a collection Λ with respect to the free set F is defined as
where the optimization is over all collectionsΛ := ΛA→B x |X| x=1 . By linearity (e.g., following the approach in Ref. [27] ) the robustness relates to input-output games as
where the maximization is taken over all free collections Γ ∈ F . Using the celebrated Choi isomorphism we can map any channel Λ to a bipartite state J Λ = 1 d ij |i j| ⊗ Λ[|i j|] with a fixed marginal [28, 29] and d being the dimension of the input to the channel. As this mapping is one-toone, one can evaluate the robustness within the image of the isomorphism, i.e., on a subset of bipartite quantum states. Using techniques developed in Refs. [27, 30] (see also Appendix A) the robustness can be cast as a conic optimization problem
denotes the Choi states of the channel Λ A→B x , and J F is the image of the free set F under the Choi isomorphism. Note that, in order to evaluate the robustness in the above form, there is a crucial assumption of Slater's condition being satisfied (see Appendix A for more details). We will implicitly assume that this holds-as is indeed the case in all the applications we consider-throughout the rest of this paper.
An optimal witness Y can be written as
where i|x are quantum states, η j|x are positive semidefinite operators satisfying n j=1 η j|x ≤ 1 for all x, p(i, x) a probability distribution and ω ijx are real numbers [31] . Note that for every x the collection {η j|x } n j=1 can be completed into a POVM by by adding an element η n+1|x := 1 1 − n j=1 η j|x for which the reward function is taken to be 0. We can combine Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) and write
where the supremum is taken over all input-output games G. We have thus proven our main result:
Let F be a convex and compact set of collections of channels. For any collection of channels Λ not in F there exists a tailored input-output game G for which Λ outperforms any point in F . Moreover, this outperformance is exactly quantified by the generalized robustness according to Eq. (6).
Entanglement and incompatibility breaking channels.-In the field of quantum correlations, one typically asks if a given quantum state can violate a classical criterion such as separability, unsteerability or a Bell inequality. Answering the converse question of whether a state belongs to some of these classes is typically very hard. However, alternative ways of characterizing the states satisfying the first two criteria are known and they relate naturally to our framework [32, 33] . Here, as a first application of Theorem 1, we turn our focus to the properties of channels related to separability and unsteerability. The channels corresponding to states with these properties (through the inverse Choi isomorphism) are those that break the entanglement of all states (separability) or incompatibility of all measurements (unsteerability). Entanglement breaking channels are also known to coincide with measure-and-prepare channels [22] , whereas incompatibility breaking channels (i.e., channels that make the set of all POVMs jointly measurable) are so far lacking a simple characterization.
Both entanglement and incompatibility breaking channels form convex and compact subsets of channels and, hence, using our framework one can define the corresponding robustnesses and prove that there is a task-oriented characterization of these sets. We note that for entanglement breaking channels our result gives a slight modification of the witnessing techniques presented in Ref. [31] . Our result can also be used to characterize interesting subsets of measure-and-prepare channels, such as those corresponding to POVMs, i.e., ones sending only a classical message. Formally, these channels can be written Λ A→B ( ) = a tr[N a ]|a a|, where {|a } is an orthonormal basis. Such channels were recently studied with semi-quantum games using related techniques [34] .
Compatibility of channels.-A natural property of a set of channels is that of compatibility, i.e., the question whether a set of the channels can be seen as part of a single channel. More precisely, a set of channels {Λ x } x is called compatible if there exists a broadcast channel Λ such that Λ x = tr \x [Λ] [23] . Clearly the set of compatible channels is convex. Hence, it can be used as the free set and more importantly, incompatible sets of channels provide an advantage in a tailored input-output game.
As for entanglement breaking channels, for compatible sets of channels one obtains an interesting special case when considering trivial outputs. The compatibility of measure-and-prepare channels with trivial outputs corresponds to the compatibility of POVMs. Motivated by recent developments on the connection between compatibility of measurements and communication tasks [27, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , we spell out explicitly this example. A set A a|x a,x of POVMs is called compatible, or jointly measurable, if there exists a joint measurement {G λ } λ and probability distributions p(a|x, λ) such that A a|x = λ p(a|x, λ)G λ . A set A a|x a,x of POVMs can be seen as a set of measure-and-prepare channels {Λ x } x by defining Λ A→B x ( ) = a tr A a|x |a a|. The common channels are characterized as those that first measure a single POVM {G λ } λ , produce a classical output λ and post-process the output according to some probability distribution p(a|x, λ). This indeed gives a one-to-one correspondence between compatible sets of POVMs and compatible sets of trivial output channels [39] . In this way, joint measurability can be witnessed through inputoutput games. In the case of trivial output channels the witness formula takes a simpler form. Namely,
whereω ax˜ x := i,j ω ijx a|η j|x |a i|x . One can further normalize the operators˜ x by pushing the relevant factors into the payoff function. Hence, we see that incompatible measurements can perform better than compatible ones in measure-and-prepare scenarios where only classical information is sent forward. G-covariant operations.-Any transformation on a physical system requires some sort of reference frame. For instance, a rotation of a qubit state around an axis on the Bloch sphere requires a notion of direction, i.e., asymmetry. On the contrary, lack of symmetry in the reference frame that is used to implement a transformation puts a restriction on what transformations can be implemented. Mathematically, the lack of reference frame is described by symmetry transformations [14, 15] . Denote by G the group of transformations that leaves the reference frame invariant and let U g ( ) = U g U † g with g ∈ G be a unitary representation of the group G. The G-covariant operations Λ that can be implemented under this restriction are those that commute with all symmetry transformations, i.e., [Λ, U g ] = 0 for all g ∈ G. The set of all G-invariant operations is convex and compact and hence the asymmetry of a channel can be witnessed using an appropriately chosen input-output game.
(Elementary) thermal operations.-In quantum thermodynamics thermal operations refer to a restricted set of transformations that can be implemented without the need of having any external source of work [20] . Thermal operations are defined by
. The initial state of the system S is denoted by and τ β = exp(−βH R )/ tr[exp(−βH R )] is a Gibbs state of the reservoir. The global unitary transformation is such that [U SR , H S ⊗ H R ] = 0, i.e., it is energy-preserving. In Ref. [20] the authors ask the question of which thermal operations can be realized as sequences and convex combinations of a more restricted set of transformations. They put forward the notion of so-called "elementary thermal operations" that only manipulate two-level subspaces. Although these operations cannot fully reproduce thermal operations, they are still interesting since they are close to operations that can be implemented experimentally, e.g., by a Jaynes-Cummings model. Our results show that if a channel implements a transformation that is either non-thermal, or non-elementary thermal this can be witnessed by input-output games in an experimental context.
True quantum decoherence.-Quantum decoherence can sometimes be explained by classical fluctuations in the ambient fields, i.e., by random unitary dynamics. However, in systems of dimension three or higher there exist decohering channels, i.e., unital channels, that are not of this form [40] . Such decoherence is sometimes referred to as one of true quantum nature [21] . Random unitary channels form a convex subset of channels and, hence, one can define a measure of true quantum decoherence (of a unital channel) as the generalized robustness with respect to random unitary channels. As with the previous examples, the possibility of true quantum decoherence can be witnessed through input-output games.
Quantum instruments.-In order to generalize our technique to the level of quantum instruments I = I a|x a,x , i.e., collections of completely positive maps summing up to a channel, we define the F robustness analogously to that in Eq. (3) . As in the case of channels, the robustness is preserved under the Choi isomorphism.
To make a connection between the robustness and inputoutput games, one writes the payoff function as (8) and notices that a witness has the structure Y = ⊕ a,x Y a|x . Note that every element Y a|x can be decomposed as Y a|x = d i,j p(i, x, a)ω ijxa T i|x,a ⊗η j|x,a . In Appendix A we show that our Theorem 1 holds true when replacing collections of channels with collections of instruments.
Note that in the case of instruments our input-output game is post-selected on the output a of the instrument applied. However, one can always remove this by labelling the outcomes of the instruments by b, thereby introducing an additional index, and then considering the game with ω i,j,x,a,b = δ a,b ω i,j,x,a .
LOCC.-For single instruments on bipartite systems an interesting convex subset is given by those that are implementable through local operations and classical communication. Such instruments are of interest in, for example, the study of the resource theory of entanglement, in which they are free operations [41] [42] [43] . For finitely many rounds of LOCC the set of instruments is compact. For unbounded numbers of rounds, one can consider the closure of these operations in order to fit it in our framework [10] . Hence, any instrument outside of these classes outperforms all the instruments in the respective class in some input-output game.
Steering.-For a set of instruments I a|x a,x a natural notion of compatibility is defined as the existence of a common instrument together with classical postprocessings such that I a|x = λ p(a|x, λ)I λ [44] . This definition is equivalent to unsteerability of channels [45] , i.e., the non-existence of an incoherent channel extension. Compatibility of sets of instruments defines a convex set, making it possible to give channel steering a task-oriented characterization. As steering on the level of quantum states is a special case of channel steering, i.e., instruments with one-dimensional input systems, the result applies to that scenario as well.
Higher order dynamics.-Thus far we have focused on quantifying properties of quantum dynamics (e.g., channels and instruments). Now we will see that the same game-theoretic approach can be generalized also to higher-order dynamics, i.e., transformations on dynamical maps.
Formally, higher-order dynamics are "supermaps" that map a set of channels to another channel [24, 46] . For simplicity, we focus here on supermaps of two channels each with input and output dimension d, but the following generalizes immediately to any number of channels and arbitrary input/output dimensions (see Appendix B). A supermap S thus transforms the channels Λ C , Λ D to Λ A→B = S(Λ C , Λ D ). For S to be valid, i) Λ A→B must be a valid channel whenever Λ C , Λ D are channels, and ii) S must give valid channels when applied locally to part of some bipartite channels, i.e., I ⊗ S (where I is the identity channel) must map the bipartite channels to channels [46] [47] [48] (formally it is thus "completely-CPTP preserving" (CCPTP); see Appendix B for more details).
The generalization to higher order dynamics requires also a generalization of input-output games to collaborative games between several players. As before, Alice and Bob prepare states from an ensemble E and perform the measurement M, respectively; Charlie and Dave measure quantum instruments I C = {I C k } k and I D = {I D } and for each tuple (i, j, k, ) the parties get a score according to a reward function Ω = {ω ijk } ijk ,
where ω ijk ∈ R. The tuple G = (E, M, I C , I D , Ω) thus defines a collaborative game in which the parties choose a supermap S in order to maximize the payoff function P (S, G) = ijk p(i)ω ijk tr S(I C k , I D )( i )M j . As before, we can define the robustness of a supermap S with respect to a (convex, compact) free subset of supermaps F as
where one minimizes over all supermapsS. To relate the robustness to P (S, G) it will again be useful to work in the Choi picture. There, a supermap S is represented by a process matrix W S , a positive semidefinite matrix satisfying certain linear constraints (see Appendix B) [26, 47, 49] . Using similar techniques as earlier in the paper (see Appendix B for further details) one finds (subject, as before, to Slater's condition holding for F )
where W F is the set of process matrices representing the supermaps in F . Writing the optimal witness Y = [49, 50] we thus find
where the supremum is over all collaborative games G.
We thus have the analog of Theorem 1 for supermaps:
Let F be a convex and compact subset of supermaps. Then for every S / ∈ F there exists a collaborative game such that, using S, there is a strategy that outperforms anyS ∈ F . Moreover, this outperformance is exactly quantified by the generalized robustness according to Eq. (11) .
Causal structure of supermaps.-In the study of supermaps, a key question that arises is whether a supermap can be implemented in a certain way or whether it is compatible with a particular causal structure. Theorem 2 shows that a game-theoretic approach can be used to quantify such properties.
The simplest types of supermaps are those that compose channels in parallel (with, in general, joint encoding and decoding maps) and those that do so in sequence as a quantum circuit [24] . In many tasks such as metrology it is well known that sequential supermaps provide an advantage over parallel ones [51] [52] [53] [54] . These sets of supermaps are well characterized via semidefinite constraints on the corresponding process matrices [24, 55] and form closed, convex sets, allowing both of these sets to be characterized through the advantages they provide in tailored collaborative games.
One can also use our approach to characterize relevant subsets of such processes. For example, the set of sequential processes with classical memory (a property closely related to Markovianity) forms a closed and convex subset of sequential supermaps [56] , allowing the presence of a quantum memory to be certified by collaborative games.
More recently, significant interest has been devoted to understanding which supermaps are compatible with a background causal structure [26, 49, 55, 57] . Such supermaps generalize sequential ones, including convex mixtures of different orders and even dynamically evolving causal structures. Such causal supermaps are termed "causally separable", while those that are not are "causally nonseparable" and have no causal interpretation. Interest in such supermaps has been fuelled by the fact that some causally nonseparable supermaps are nonetheless physically implementable and provide various information theoretic advantages [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Causally separable process matrices can likewise be considered a free set [55] and witnessed by appropriate collaborative games.
Quantum superinstruments.-Analogously to our previous generalization from channels to instruments, one may also generalize Theorem 2 to sets of "quantum superinstruments" (also called probabilistic supermaps) [46, 48, 63] . A collection of superinstrument T = T a|x a,x is a set of maps T a|x that are "completely CP preserving" (they preserve the complete-positivity of their inputs even if they act on only part of the input) and such that for each x, a T a|x is a supermap. To this end, one writes the payoff function for the collaborative game (where the sets of ensembles, instruments and states making up the game are now indexed by x as well) as
(12) Considering a free set F of collections of quantum superinstruments, one defines the robustness with respect to F analogously as to in the previous cases, writes the witness Y = ⊕ a,x Y a|x and decomposes each Y a|x as
In the case where a T a has a sequential realization, superinstruments are often called quantum testers [58] or process POVMs [25] . Sequential superinstruments are known to provide advantages over parallel ones in some tasks [63, 64] ; in some of these, such as the problem of probabilistically inverting unknown unitaries [48] , general superinstruments provide yet a further advantage.
In addition to quantifying the advantage of superinstruments with particular causal structures using collaborative games, one can also use these games to study, e.g., the compatibility of sequential superinstruments [65] . A set of sequential superinsturment T a|x a,x is called compatible if (in analogy to compatibility for POVMs) there exists a joint sequential superinstrument {K λ } λ such that T a|x = λ p(a|x, λ)K λ . Compatible superinstruments form a free set that our approach can readily be applied to.
The study of superinstruments is still in its infancye.g., the concept of compatibility has not yet been studied for general superinstruments-but our results show already that, as such properties become understood, they can be quantified using the game theoretic approach we introduce.
Conclusions.-We have presented a general framework for finding task-oriented characterizations for quantum resources. Our results apply to a broad range of quantum objects with a convex (and compact) set of free states. The applicability of this framework is exemplified on the level of quantum channels, instruments and process matrices. As quantum measurements and states are special cases of channels, the technique applies to these objects as well.
On top of giving quantum resources a task-oriented characterization, our framework comes with a simple quantifier. Namely, the outperformance of the resourceless objects by resource objects is exactly quantified by the generalized robustness measure.
For future research it will be interesting to see if the level of trust can be reduced without losing the generality of our results. One possible candidate for this would be measurement-device-independence on the measurement performed on the output of the channel. This work was supported by the DFG, the ERC (Consolidator Grant 683107/TempoQ), the Finnish Cultural Foundation, and the SNSF (Starting Grant DIAQ and NCCR SwissMAP).
Appendix A: Conic programming and evaluating the robustness for sets of channels and instruments
A convex cone is a subset C of a vector space V if it is convex and one has ax ∈ C for all x ∈ C and a ≥ 0. The dual cone C * is defined as C * = {y | x|y ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ C}. A generic cone program is of the following form [66] 
where Φ is a linear operator and ≥ denotes the partial order in the positive semidefinite cone. Following from Lagrange duality the dual cone program reads
Similar to the case of SDPs, the solutions of the primal and dual problem coincide, i.e., strong duality holds, if and only if Slater's condition is satisfied and the primal problem is finite [66] . The channel robustness in Eq. (3) can be formulated as a cone program over the cone that is spanned by the set of stets of all channels. Namely
Λ is a set of channels.
SolvingΛ from the constraint in Eq. (A5) of the above cone program givesΛ = 1 t [Γ − Λ], where Γ = (1 + t)Λ andΛ ∈ F . Hence, the optimization problem in Eq. (3), or more precisely the optimization problem plus one, can be cast in the Choi picture as
, and C J F := {αJΛ | α ≥ 0,Λ ∈ F } is the conic hull of J F . This optimization problem is now in the form of the cone program (A1). The dual cone program can be obtained from Eq. (A2) and the dual cone constraint can be further simplified (see Ref. [27] for more details) such that the resulting dual program reads
For sets of instruments one follows the above calculations. The only difference is that each instrument element is treated as its own block.
The solutions of the primal and dual problems coincide if the so-called Slater's condition is fulfilled. In our scenario these conditions simply state that the positive semidefinite constraint in the primal problem can be satisfied in the strict form J Γ − J Λ > 0. In our examples this condition is satisfied as the maximally mixed state is in the free sets (in the Choi picture). Hence, one has a positive full rank point which can be scaled up to be strictly larger than a given J Λ .
Appendix B: Quantum supermaps
A quantum supermap is a linear higher-order transformation that maps a set of quantum channels Λ = {Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n } (which, a priori, may have different input and output Hilbert space [24, 46, 48] . Moreover, just as a quantum channel must map quantum states to states even when applied to part of a bipartite state (which means they must be completely positive maps), a quantum supermap must map channels to channels even when applied locally to part of some bipartite channels.
More formally, a linear map S must satisfying the following conditions to be a valid supermap [48] :
• TPP (trace-preserving preserving): If all Λ i ∈ Λ are trace-preserving (TP) then S(Λ) must also be TP;
• CCPP (completely complete-positivity preserving): If the Λ i ∈ Λ are bipartite completely positive maps from
is a completely map, where I is the identity map on channels in the primed Hilbert spaces.
A supermap is thus a completely-CPTP preserving (CCPTP) map.
The characterization of supermaps is more easily expressed in the Choi picture. There, supermaps are represented as process matrices [47] , which were first introduced as maps from CP maps to probabilities in the study of indefinite causal orders [26, 49] . The process matrix W of a supermap S is a matrix satisfying the following constraints:
• PSD (positive semidefiniteness): W ≥ 0;
• Normalization: tr[W ] = 1 (note that, to ensure correspondence with the case of channels, we use a different normalization than is used elsewhere in the literature on process matrices).
• Validity: L V (W ) = W , where L V is the projector onto the linear subspace of valid process matrices as defined in Refs. [47, 49] .
For the case of supermaps on two channels that we consider in the main text, the validity constraint takes the form
where the labels I i and O i represent the Hilbert spaces H I i and H O i , respectively. A quantum superinstrument is then a collection T = {T a } a of maps, where each T a is CCPP and a T a is TPP and thus a valid quantum supermap [46, 63] . In the process matrix picture, each T a is simply represented by a positive semidefinite matrix W Ta with a W Ta a valid process matrix [48] .
The conic programming approach described in the main text and in more detail in Appendix A for channels can be generalized simply to sets of supermaps. Indeed, Eqs. (A3) to (A7) hold with Λ replaced by S = {S x } x a set of supermaps, J Λ by W = ⊕ x W Sx , etc. One then arrives directly at Eq. (10), with the case treated in the main text corresponding to |X| = 1.
With the definition of the Choi map used in this letter and the process matrix normalization constraint, the probability of observing outcomes i 1 , . . . , i n , i 0 when performing instruments I 1 , . . . , I n followed by a final measurement M = {M i0 } i0 when the input is ρ (i.e., measuring M on S(I i1 , . . . , I in )(ρ)) is given by 
with the ω i,j1,...,jn,k chosen to ensure the J i are all Choi maps of instruments and the η k POVM elements. The generalization to superinstruments is, as for the case from channels to instruments, straightforward.
In the examples we mention in the main text, Slater's condition is easily seen to be satisfied by taking the maximally noisy process (whose process matrix is proportional to 1) which is contained in the free sets we consider [49, 55] .
